Introduction.
Let T be a continuous linear operator on real or complex Li(S, 5. p)< where (S, g, p) is a cr-finite measure space.2 Theorem 1 states that a positive operator I T\ without increased norm "majorizes" T, i.e., that | Tf(s) | ^ | T\ \f(s)\ holds. As an application, a theorem of Dunford and Schwartz [5] and an ergodic theorem are proved. If Li and T are real the existence of | T\ is obtained from lattice properties of the Banach space of all T on L\. Among the properties of the mapping IT-»| T\ an important one is that it preserves invariant sets. An application which generalizes Jacobs' ergodic decomposition of positive T to general T will be given elsewhere by the second author. Proof. /+ and/-shall denote/VO and (-/)V0, so that/+-/-=/ and /++/-= l/l. We define for /£LÍ : 
I/I Si»
The following theorem is a consequence of (2.1):
Theorem 3. If T isa continuous linear operator on Li then the admissible pairs of T are admissible with respect to \T\.
Corollary
1 [5] . If T is a continuous linear operator on Li whose Lx-norm is finite then there exists a positive linear operator P on Li whose Li and Lx-norms do not exceed those of T and which is such that (5.10) | rir2| Û \Ti\\T2\ and "<" occurs.
The proofs follow at once. Concerning (5.10) we remark that if 5 consists of w points, T can be described by a matrix (aik) and from (5.9) we get that | T\ is described by (|a,*| )• Now cd--(.::)
give an example with | TiT2\ < | 7\| | T2\.
Remark. It follows that | Tn\f=fsfdß and thus | Tn\ =const 5¿0. From (7.1) it follows that for goo measurable fELx and />& we have 7\f=0. Such / are dense in Li, and || rn||i= 1 and thus we see that Tn converges in the strong operator topology to 0.
8. Invariance. The concept of positive T is not invariant with respect to isometries R of L\, i.e., for positive T, RrlTR need not be positive. But this invariance holds and carries over to the mapping T->\ T\ if R comes from a point isomorphism: Let R denote a point isomorphism of (S, %, ß) and (Sr, %', ß'), i.e., the mapping s-*R(s) -s' shall be 1-1, measurable as well as Rrx, onto and ß'(E') =ß(R~1E'). R induces the isometric mapping R'f'(s) =f'(Rs) of L{ onto Lx. These considerations are extended to the case in which TVO, by defining C(T) = C(\ r|/||r||i) for them. This is not quite what one would wish to mean by conservative but it seems more useful than considering all T with ||r||i^l, as ||TJ|i<l would always give empty conservative parts.
Remark. The main result was obtained by both authors; in § §3 and 5-9 the second author gives some applications and considers related problems.
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